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Every six months, Flat6Labs Tunis Seed Program 
launches a new cycle providing seed funding, 
a workspace, a personalized support program 
focused on market growth, as well as mentoring 
and individual coaching.

Our seventh cycle brings together 8 startups 
operating in several sectors of activity namely 
Healthcare & Wellness, Retail & E-commerce, 
Logistics & Transportation, Fashion, Education 
and Facility Management.



INDUSTRY
Fintech

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Banks & Corporates

PRODUCT
Financial Robo-Advisor
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www.deepera.ai 

COMPANY BRIEF

Faouzi Moussa
CTO
faouzimoussa@gmail.com |
(+216) 55 909 719 | (+33) 06 04 75 50 45 

TEAM

KHOULOUD BEN SALAH 
Ing. Full Stack 

SOUHA CHABCHOUB
 Ing. DATA SCIENCE 

NAIM SAIDANI 
Ing. DATA SCIENCE 

ASMA BAHALI 
Ing. DATA SCIENCE

An Intelligent Virtual Assistant for investment advice.

Deepera aims to democratize finance by offering 
"Investment advisory for everyone" thanks to a 
Robo-Advisor that offers safe, personalized investment 
advice and executes it at the client's request.

Deepera offers  a Robo-Advisor which, through a “humanized” 
HMI in the form of an Intelligent Virtual Assistant (Chatbot 
type Whatsapp, Messenger, voice Bot, etc.) that answers 
customer questions and offers personalized investment advice.

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Deepera is mainly targeting financial institutions (banks, 
Insurance companies) in the MENA Region as well as in 
Europe.

BUSINESS MODEL

Deepera generates money through monthly subscription 
fees.



INDUSTRY
Business software

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Merchants, Importers, Distributors,
 Inventory based companies

PRODUCT
SAAS
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www.thefenix.io

COMPANY BRIEF

Skander Chouka
CEO
skander.c@rednaks.tn | (+216) 99 929 516

TEAM

Kais Dargachi
Operations Manager

Asma ben Chbil
Commercial Assistant

Nesrine Boukadi
Administrative & Accounting Manager

Maryem Neffati
Commercial Assistant

Issam ben hadj Mefteh
Web Développer full stack

Ghazi Ben Romdhane
Marketing Digital Assistant

A SAAS platform that allows businesses to manage their 
multi-channel inventory and sales in real time.

Fenix is a SAAS web platform that allows businesses to 
manage their multi-channel inventory and sales in real time, 
turning the delicate experience into a simple, fast and 
efficient process.
It aims to break down the barriers between offline and online 
sales.

"Fenix offers business owners access to a SAAS web 
platform to manage their multi-channel inventory and sales 
in real time.
They offer complete Integration from Supplier to Client : 
access to up to date stock, client access and vendor access."

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Fenix targets business owners in Africa.

BUSINESS MODEL

Fenix provides business owners with a subscription model 
(Monthly or Annually) to have access to the SAAS platform.



INDUSTRY
E-learning

MARKET
B2B, B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Candidates for Financial Certification exams. 
Employers operating in the finance 
and banking industry."

PRODUCT
Web Platform
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www.finbudd.com

COMPANY BRIEF

Ons Bouali
CEO
ons@finbudd.com | (+216) 50 175 603

TEAM

Sarah Khechine
Product Manager

Jim Marrone
CFA - Mentor

Youssef Qotb
CFA - Mentor

Salah Barrak
Customer Success Manager

Sergio Garcia
CFA - Mentor

Khaled Safaa
CFA - Mentor

Sama El Gohary
CFA - Mentor

Viet Nguyen
CFA - Mentor

An online preparation accelerator for Financial Certification 
candidates.

Finbudd enables candidates for financial certification exams 
prepare more efficiently and optimizes their efforts and time 
though a dedicated platform.

Finbudd allows aspiring CFA candidates to accelerate their 
learning process through 100% Revision Focussing videos that 
compress complex topics into easy to understand concepts
They gain efficiency through livestream Q&A's & Replays and a 
powerful searchable Knowledge Base
They also get support from top CFA Instructors to leverage on 
others' knowledge & experience.

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Finbudd is targeting the +700k candidates per year to the 5 
main finance certifications all over the world.

BUSINESS MODEL

Aspiring CFA candidates pay subscription fees to get access 
the CFA courses and a network of mentors to help them to 
be better prepared for the exam. 



INDUSTRY
Retail Tech

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Cornershops

PRODUCT
Mobile App
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www.kamioun.com

COMPANY BRIEF

Fares Belghith
CEO
fares@kamioun.tn | (+216) 56 699 333

TEAM

Ivy Majimbo 
head of Growth and marketing

Houda Mezghani 
Head of Operations

Mejda Bouabid 
Head of People & office operations

8 other team members 
2 developers, 3 field agents, 1 Ops associate, 2 warehouse clerks

A mobile app that enables corner-shops to replenish their 
inventory and manage their business.

Kamioun makes it easy for corner-shops to replenish their 
inventory and manage their business.  It allows Mom and Pop 
shops to order inventory from FMCG manufacturers and 
receive much faster delivery.
The platform offers other features for all stakeholders such 
as retailers where they have access to hundreds of items at 
fingertips, they can follow instant promotions and place 
orders at any time.

"Kamioun provides a mobile application easy to use for corner-shops 
to replenish their inventory and manage their business.
In few clicks, it allows Mom and Pop shops to order inventory from 
FMCG manufacturers and receive much faster delivery.
They also have access to hundreds of items at fingertips, they can 
follow instant promotions and place orders at any time. 
They entry point is the supply chain, making sure the retailer's 
replenishment process is best-in-class and gradually supporting 
them on other aspects of their activity (Inventory management, 
sales...). "

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Kamioun is targeting small mom and pop shops first in 
Tunisia, then in the whole French speaking countries in Africa.

BUSINESS MODEL

Kamioun generates money through margin on sold goods 
through the mobile application.



INDUSTRY
Fintech

MARKET
B2B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Online Business Owners

PRODUCT
Mobile App
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www.konnect.network

COMPANY BRIEF

Amin Ben Abderrahman
CEO
amin@konnect.network | (+216) 24 563 609

TEAM

Ikdem
Technical team lead

Ghassen
Web dev lead

Houda
Legal advisor

Sirine
Mobile dev lead

Alaa
Backend dev lead

An easy and complete payment solution immediately 
available for all.

Konnect helps businesses of all sizes develop their activities 
and grow by providing their customers with a variety of 
intuitive and easy-to-implement online payment methods.
Konnect allows companies or any users having email 
addresses to send and receive payments online in a practical, 
secure, and low-cost way.

"Konnect is based on the existing financial infrastructure of 
bank accounts and bank cards in order to create a full 
solution of real-time online payment.
Its mobile payment platform is white-labelled and equipped 
with Tokenization to allow secure, traceable, and real-time 
transactions within the ecosystem. Also, the payment 
platform that it exploits, is equipped with micro-services 
used for the back-end in order to drastically reduce the delay 
of market launch and global costs issued by configuration, 
integration, and customization of the platform."

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Konnect targets MSMEs operating in Africa.

BUSINESS MODEL

Konnect takes commissions on each transaction made 
through the patform.



INDUSTRY
Online Retailer

MARKET
B2B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Online buyers between 25 & 55 yo

PRODUCT
Marketplace
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www.mymall.tn

COMPANY BRIEF

Ines Bejar
CEO
ines.bejar@mymall.tn | (+216) 25 177 241

TEAM

Mohamed Ali Jafali
Business developper

Adam Garci
Community manager and content creator

Maher Zribi
Delivery Person

Farouk Rihani
Logistics officer

Ameni Chamali
Sales person

A marketplace for online flash and private sales.

MyMall is a marketplace for online flash private sales 
dedicated to a qualified and targeted community.
Half way between retail and marketing, MyMall provides to 
high quality brands a new distribution channel which 
emphasize their brand's image.

"MyMall provides a marketplace accessible within few clicks 
where users can browse through multiple supplier’s banners 
of current sales campaigns. Each campaign lasts on average 
10 days and customers can add to their cart items from 
different brands and totally different categories (fashion, 
hi-tech, furniture...).

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

MyMall targets consumers aged between 25 and 55 years old, 
interested by online shopping and constantly looking for 
interesting deals based in Tunisia first, and in Subsaharan 
Africa later.

BUSINESS MODEL

MyMall generates revenue by applying margins on the items 
sold on the platform depending on the category and the 
demand. They benchmark each item so they can offer the 
lowest prices to their community. 



INDUSTRY
Fintech

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Online Business Owners

PRODUCT
Mobile App
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www.paymee.tn

COMPANY BRIEF

Marwen Amamou
CEO
mamamou@paymee.tn | (+33) 658255500

TEAM

Bechir Ajem
Sales manager

Ahmed Ben Fatma
Full-stack Developer

An easy to use payment gateway with advanced features for 
business owners.

Paymee offers an online payment gateway that can be easily 
integrated in any website or mobile application. It helps 
businesses which do not possess a website to receive 
payments by creating a payment link. It also allows physical 
stores to receive card payments using a QR Code.

"Paymee offers merchants a dashboard that allows them to 
have statistics on their activity and a multitude of features to 
manage their account.
The interface presents a transaction history like an online 
bank account with the account balance.
Paymee offers its users simple and convenient features like 
sending money to friends and relatives and paying for 
purchases from merchants.
From the application, it is possible to request a transfer from 
the Paymee account to the bank account. The user needs to 
enter the RIB and the amount to be transferred."

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Paymee is mainly targeting business owners as well as 
banked and unbanked individuals in Africa.

BUSINESS MODEL

Paymee follows a commission based business model on each 
transaction and charges monthly fees per feature.



INDUSTRY
Food-Tech

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Restaurants, fast-food outlets, 
pizzerias, cafeterias, hotels, 
guest houses, etc.

PRODUCT
POS, Web Platform, Mobile App
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www.poslik.com

COMPANY BRIEF

Taktak Ahmed
CEO
taktak.ahmed.91@gmail.com | (+216) 98 744 327

TEAM

Gazdar Nabil
Co-Founder & CTO

Berrhouma Hamza
Recovery manager

Firas Ben Romdhane 
Data Analyst

Siwar Ben Aicha
Mobile Developer

A Connected Point of Sale System for Quick-Service and 
Restaurants and coffee shops.

Poslik is a B2B Marketplace connecting restaurant and hotel 
owners to their digital ecosystem. It becomes possible for 
the restaurant owner to connect applications for delivery, 
customer loyalty, booking, etc. directly to his cash register.

Poslik provides customers a cash register terminal (touch 
screen), with a thermal printer, an NFC reader, a barcode 
reader, a customer display and a cash drawer. They also have 
access to web application to monitor their business.

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET

Poslik aims to focus its activities in North African Countries 
before expanding them in the Mena Region.

BUSINESS MODEL

Poslik provided the hardware for the customer to benefit 
from the entire poslik offer. The poslik solution is offered as a 
monthly subscription with additional modules offered as a 
packages.



THANK YOU
flat6labs.com
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